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Something had taken the compass off many degrees and in
the fog and rain we had gone in a circle. Something must
have affected the compasses—I believe it was not the fault of
the compasses, for they had worked most satisfactorily.
We were now in the predicament of flying around on a
very dark, rainy, foggy night, not knowing where we were.
Every few minutes we ran into low rain clouds or fog. Of
course our gasoline would last only a few hours* Probably it
would not last until daylight, We would have to land in the
pitch dark if we could not reach Paris. Again we set a course
for Paris and this effort ended in low-lying clouds and rain.
We may have been very near Paris. We searched for hours
for a landing place, always watching our gasoline consump-
tion, but it was too dark to tell the nature of the ground. To
land on ground which was slightly rough, when it could not
be seen, would, of course, have meant tragedy. I felt most
keenly my responsibility for the lives of the three gallant
men with me. We finally decided to land in the water near a
beach, near the revolving light of a lighthouse. But the light-
house beams didn't help us. I dropped a navigation flare and
we landed near that.
There was a sudden, hard jolt, and water filled everything.
Of course, the boys thought only of getting each other to
safety. There was nothing more than bruises and shock for
any of us. The America is out of the water at low tide. She
will rise again. It is a fine ship, and if we had flown in a
straight line we would have covered 4,200 miles. We were
in the air more than forty-two hours. We have had no sleep
for three days and are ready for a rest.
The Paris correspondents kept a wakeful vigil at Le Bour-
get that night. A drizzling rain was falling and fog wrapped
itself around the buildings of the airfield. Visibility—to use
an English naval term—was low. Knowledge of the exact
time the America had been in the air, her fuel capacity and
cruising range told us that Byrd and his companions could

